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Abstract—The assessment of microsurgical skills for Robot-
Assisted Microsurgery (RAMS) still relies primarily on subjective
observations and expert opinions. A general and automated evalua-
tion method is desirable. Deep neural networks can be used for skill
assessment through raw kinematic data, which has the advantages
of being objective and efficient. However, one of the major issues of
deep learning for the analysis of surgical skills is that it requires a
large database to train the desired model, and the training process
can be time-consuming. This letter presents a transfer learning
scheme for training a model with limited RAMS datasets for
microsurgical skill assessment. An in-house Microsurgical Robot
Research Platform Database (MRRPD) is built with data collected
from a microsurgical robot research platform (MRRP). It is used
to verify the proposed cross-domain transfer learning for RAMS
skill level assessment. The model is fine-tuned after training with
the data obtained from the MRRP. Moreover, microsurgical tool
tracking is developed to provide visual feedback while task-specific
metrics and the other general evaluation metrics are provided to
the operator as a reference. The method proposed has shown to
offer the potential to guide the operator to achieve a higher level of
skills for microsurgical operation.

Index Terms—Microsurgical skill analysis, transfer learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the recent advances in robotics, micro-surgical
robotic technologies have developed rapidly which sig-

nificantly improves the accuracy and dexterity in microsurgery.
Robot-Assisted Microsurgery (RAMS) can reduce blood loss
and lead to fewer complications, shorter operating time, and
lower treatment costs. To realise the full potential of RAMS,
microsurgical training is important for surgical trainees to master
the skills required to operate on patients.
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Thus far, most of the assessment techniques are performed
via outcome-based analysis [1], structured checklists, and rating
scales [2]. These can be subjective and only provide an overall
assessment of the outcome measures. The Objective Structured
Assessment of Technical Skills (OSATS) [3] is a validated
tool commonly used for the Structured Assessment of Robotic
Microsurgical Skills [4]. Some other scoring methods have been
proposed, including the Global Rating Scales [5], Structured
Assessment of Microsurgery [6] and Modified Global Rating
Scales [7]. Subjective methods require an expert surgeon to score
the performance of the trainee subjectively, the grading process
of which is time-consuming, expensive and inconsistent due to
the inherent biases in human interpretations [8].

For objective skill assessment methods, standard and specific
evaluation metrics can be calculated based on motion data for the
quantitative analysis. These includes the tooltip trajectory [9],
clutching number and velocity [10]. Neurosurgery skill assess-
ment has been conduced based on the tooltip acceleration and
angular velocity in a simple pick and place task [11]. Other
evaluation metrics have been proposed based on motion data
analysis [12]. For example, the variants of trajectory [13], cur-
vature [14], motion jerk value [15], energy based metrics [16],
semantic labels [17] and other extracted features that have high
correlations with surgical skills can be utilized as well. Though
descriptive analysis based on evaluation metrics can assist auto-
matic skill assessment, it is difficult to determine which kinds of
metrics should be used and how to weigh the metrics for overall
performance assessment.

Raw motion data can be transformed to intermediate in-
terpretations with advanced feature selection techniques. The
high-level features can then be used for skill level classification
with the emerging machine learning methods. Novel feature
fusion has been explored for surgical skill level classification,
which fuses four different types of holistic features from robot
kinematic data based on Sequential Motion Texture, Discrete
Fourier Transform, Discrete Cosine Transform and Approxi-
mate Entropy [18]. For traditional machine learning methods,
the skill assessment results depend significantly on the fea-
ture extraction process. However, critical information may be
inadvertently discarded during feature extraction process, and
complex motion profiles are difficult to be fully explored.

Deep Learning techniques can learn discriminative features
efficiently and perform feature extraction progressively to dis-
cover abstract representations during the training process. This
kind of end-to-end learning method has been applied in [19]
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for skill assessment. In order to decode skill information from
raw motion profiles via end-to-end learning, the availability of
database is significant.

Emerging platforms for Robot-Assisted Minimally Invasive
Surgery (RAMIS) are able to collect multi-modality data from
surgical robots or simulators [20], such as vision and kinematic
data, which can be used for skill assessment [21]. For example,
JIGSAWS (JHU-ISI Gesture and Skill Assessment Working
Set) [22] is a publicly available database, which includes three
typical tasks performed by surgeons with various skill levels, i.e.,
suturing, knot tying and needle passing. JIGSAWS has been used
extensively for surgical gesture segmentation, classification and
skill assessment. However, there is so far no publicly available
database for RAMS.

Though deep learning techniques can be used for skill assess-
ment with the advantage of automatic feature decoding, insuf-
ficient data has limited its widespread applications. Since there
are various types of robot-assisted surgery, the data is collected
based on different surgical robotic platforms with different types
of features and sensing modalities. It’s difficult to collect large
databases based on various situation and train a new model using
raw data. In this case, transfer learning is a promising method. To
address the issues due to the lack of sufficient reference datasets,
we investigate the use of transfer learning, which enables the
translation of deep learning model learnt from existing surgical
datasets to new surgical tasks or systems. It helps to remove
the need for data recollection for different surgical tasks based
on different types of surgeries performing on different surgical
robotic platforms.

Transfer learning has been widely used in medical imaging.
As for RAMS applications, transfer learning has been explored
for microsurgical tool segmentation. For example, in the work
about binary segmentation of neurosurgical instrument [23],
transfer learning was used to generate architectures with pre-
learned knowledge from [24]. However, cross-domain transfer
learning has not been explored in automatic microsurgical skill
assessment. The aim of this paper is to introduce a novel au-
tomatic microsurgical skill assessment method based on cross-
domain transfer learning.

The main contributions of this paper are listed as follows.
1) Transfer learning is used to realize automatic skill as-

sessment with data in the Microsurgical Robot Research
Platform Database (MRRPD). The pre-trained model is
obtained via the JIGSAWS and the efficacy of the model
is evaluated prior to transferring the model for micro-
surgical skill assessment for RAMS based on kinematic
data.

2) Microsurgical tool tracking is used for task-specific fea-
tures estimation. Visual feedback is provided, which can
assist the operators to grasp the higher level of microsurgi-
cal skills for RAMS based on the vision data. General skill
evaluation metrics can be deduced and provide feedback
to the operators.

3) Interpretable feedback obtained from the neural network
model could be used as a reference to explain which period
of the operation can be used to distinguish the operator

as a novice/intermediate or expert, which elucidates the
underlying mechanism of the classification.

The details of the proposed framework are described as fol-
lows. Firstly, the system overview is introduced in Section II,
where the microsurgical research platform, the microsurgical
tasks and the database information are described. Secondly, the
architecture of the neural network and the proposed transfer
learning method are detailed in Section III. Thirdly, the visual
feedback and other evaluation metrics are described to assist the
explainability of the assessment results for microsurgical skills
in Section IV. Conclusions are drawn in Section V along with the
relative merits and potential future improvements of the method.

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

In this section, the database construction process is intro-
duced. The microsurgical research platform, the microsurgical
tasks and the database information are described.

A. Experimental Platform

Most of the surgeons for microsurgery acquire skills by watch-
ing microsurgical videos, observing an expert’s operation in the
operating room and practise using phantoms or animals. This
is a time-consuming process, while advanced surgical assess-
ment systems can benefit microsurgical skill training by using
recording devices and computational technologies for automatic
skill assessment [8]. Therefore, a robotic platform with opera-
tion data collection is significant. With proper robot-assisted
surgical training system, the automatic skill assessment turns to
be possible and will benefit the microsurgical training.

A Microsurgical Robot Research Platform (MRRP) is used
to collect data for RAMS skill level evaluation, while a pair
of Phamtom Omni device is used as the master manipulators to
simulate teleoperation [25], [26]. In this system, the hand motion
of the operator measured with a master manipulator is scaled
down with a fixed motion-scaling ratio using the master-slave
control.

The features of the software architecture are illustrated as
follows.
� The software architecture is developed using C++ and

Python as the programming language and can be imple-
mented in a Linux system.

� Robot Operating System (ROS) serves as the middleware
for the control of the MRRP, which is convenient for
researchers to implement high-level control framework.

� Real-time microsurgical robot control performance can be
achieved.

� A QT5-based GUI is constructed to provide convenience
for users to interact with the robot.

The operator can manipulate the master manipulators to con-
trol the slave robot, as shown in Fig. 1(a). Fig. 1(b) illustrates
the scenario for visual feedback on the monitor, which is a part
of the control console. Fig. 1(c) shows the microscopic views of
the data collected during the path following task and positioning
task respectively.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the scenario for the master-slave remote control. (a) The MRRP slave robot and visual system. (b) Master control console. The left image
on the monitor is the top-to-down view; the right image on the monitor is for depth monitoring. (c) Microscopic views.

B. Microsurgical Tasks

RAMS can benefit from the automation of common, repeti-
tive or well-defined but ergonomically difficult sub-tasks. The
microsurgical training can start from practising several micro-
surgical tasks before conducting more complex microsurgical
procedures.

Although there are many different kinds of microsurgical
procedures, the basic requirements remain similar among all
of them. Three types of microsurgical tasks are defined as
exemplars, which include a positioning task, a path following
task and a needle insertion task.
� Positioning Task: The purpose of this task is to examine

the ability of the operator’s precision in targeting. The
positioning task requires the subject to aim and place the
needle tip at the targeted points. More specifically, this
task can be used to evaluate whether the user can reach the
specified targets within tolerable errors or not.

� Path Following Task: This task is designed to examine
the ability of the operator in terms of the general position-
changing maneuvers. The operator is required to trace a
pre-defined trajectory, which is a simple geometric contour
printed on a piece of paper or drawn on a fabric. The
operator is asked to place the needle tip as close as possible
to the paper or the fabric.

� Needle Insertion Task: This task is aimed to examine
the operators’ skill in reaching the specific points with
high precision. The operator is required to adjust the tip
of a needle on the surface of a phantom and simulate the
needle insertion process by pointing the needle tip to the
pre-defined targets.

Two experimental phantoms designed for the microsurgical
tasks are shown in Fig. 2.

C. Database

The Microsurgical Robot Research Platform Database (MR-
RPD) was built up with the data collected during the
tasks mentioned above. The two nanomanipulators (SmarAct,
Germany) with parallel kinematic structure for microsurgical
tasks can be defined as the PSMs (Patient Side Manipulators),

Fig. 2. Experiment set up for data collection. (a) Experimental platform
designed for the positioning task and the path following task. (b) Experimental
platform designed for the needle insertion task.

while the two Phantom Omni are regarded as the MTMs (Master
Tool Manipulators).

The data collected during microsurgical operation include the
vision data from the top-to-down view of Microscope A as well
as the side view of Microscope B, and the kinematic data of the
movements of the manipulators of MRRP are also collected.

Eight subjects were recruited to join in the experimental data
collection. For each operation task, the operator performs the
same trial for multiple times. For the same task, operation pro-
cedures are the same, which makes the skill assessment to be fair.
All the subjects had five minutes to practise and get familiarised
with the tasks before the actual experiments. They were asked to
go through the whole procedure twice to get accustomed to the
experimental protocols. Afterwards, the participants were asked
to perform the designed tasks and the data was then collected.
20-24 trials were collected for different tasks respectively.

III. THE TRANSFER LEARNING FRAMEWORK

In this section, the deep neural model architecture is briefly
explained, demonstrating the concept of end-to-end learning.
Transfer learning method is explored for the skill assessment
for RAMS.

A. Database for Deep Learning

Knowledge transfer is challenging due to the differences in
data distribution and context. A deep neural network model can
be trained based on the surgical task for laparoscopic surgery,
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Fig. 3. The re-organized kinematic data structure of the JIGSAWS and the MRRP.

while the model can be fine-tuned to be adaptive to the database
for microsurgical operation.

The JIGSAWS dataset has been collected from eight right-
handed subjects with three different skill levels by performing
three surgical tasks (suturing, needle passing and knot tying)
using the da Vinci surgical system. 103 trials were collected in
total. The kinematic data collected from four manipulators, in-
cluding the left and right masters and slave robots. 76 kinematic
variables are captured at a frequency of 30 frames per second
for each trial [22].

In order to simplify the process of transfer learning, the
kinematic data of the original JIGSAWS database is reorganized.
The arrangement of the kinematic data in JIGSAWS database
can be viewed in Fig. 3. The original rotation matrix of each data
frame is transformed to the representation of Euler angle, which
reduces the data dimension. The acceleration and jerk values are
obtained and added to each data frame. The 3D position data of
the end-effector, the linear and angular velocities are preserved.

The overall kinematic data include the operation information
of the right Patient Side Manipulator (PSM1), the left Patient
Side Manipulator (PSM2), the left Master Tool Manipulator
(MTML) and the right Master Tool Manipulator (MTMR).The
targeted classes include three surgical levels, i.e. Novice (N),
Intermediate (I) and Expert (E). The annotation of skill level
labels follows the same method provided by JIGSAWS, which
is determined by the operators’ experience. The features used
for both database are re-organized to be the same.

B. Architecture

A hierarchical structure is utilized to construct the deep learn-
ing model. For sequential data based deep neural network, 1D
CNN can be used for raw data feature extraction. The Rectified
Linear Unit (ReLU) activation function can be employed after
each convolution operation.

For sequential data processing or modeling, recurrent neural
networks, in particular long short-term memory (LSTM), have

been verified to be effective. Except for using one dimensional
convolution operation, LSTM can be used.

The raw data layer included the original kinematic data for
each arm. The feature cluster layer groups the columns of kine-
matic data into clusters, which includes the position, velocity,
acceleration and jerk values.

One-arm characteristic layer can be obtained. The characteris-
tic layer is formed by merging all the information from different
arms after two convolution operations followed by the ReLU
activation function. A Global Average Pooling layer is used,
followed by a fully-connected layer with softmax activation that
produces the classification result to estimate the microsurgical
skill level.

The multinomial cross-entropy is used as our objective cost
function for training the network, and Adam is used to opti-
mize the parameters [27]. The architecture for the Deep Neural
Network Model training is shown in Fig. 4. Data is normalized
by scaling the values between 0 and 1, which means that each
value of the same type of feature is subtracted with the minimum
value among the same feature and is divided by the difference
between the maximum and minimum value before training for
both JIGSAWS and MRRPD.

The network can be re-organized based on different configura-
tion of data structure collected during experiments. For example,
if no master manipulators were used during the experiments, the
one-arm characteristic layer merging process can only consist
of PSM1 and PSM2. If bimanual operation is not necessary, the
one-arm characteristic layer merging process can only include
the kinematic data of MTMR and PSM1, or MTML and PSM2.
To accelerate the training process, the jerk values information
can be excluded to reduce the feature dimensions. This means
that the raw data layer can be flexibly defined, with different
combinations of feature clusters and information from different
arms.

To summarize, the raw data layer and the feature cluster layer
are targeted at extracting features in latent low-level variables,
while the third layer captures the global information related to
the surgical skill level. After a preliminary test using the 1D CNN
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Fig. 4. The architecture for the deep neural network model and the implementation of transfer learning.

and LSTM, we can observe that the training time of using the 1D
CNN is much shorter than LSTM, while the testing accuracy is
higher. Therefore, 1D CNN is chosen for the proposed approach.

C. Transfer Learning

With a small-scale dataset, over-fitting is difficult to avoid
when training deep neural network. Unlike other domains, it is
not feasible to collect a large amount of data for surgical mo-
tions and label them objectively for training purposes. Transfer
learning is an effective tool, especially when the size of dataset
is limited, through which the domain randomization can be used
to improve generalization [28].

The goal here is to transfer the knowledge gained from the
JIGSAWS to accelerate the learning on microsurgical skill level
classification. This instance of transfer learning is known as do-
main adaptation, a scenario in transductive transfer learning [29],
where the targeted classes for identification from the source and
target tasks are the same, but the data distribution of target and
source domain are different.

During the transfer learning, the parameters of the first and
second layers are fixed. This means that we don’t need to train a
complete new model from scratch. We assumed that the feature
extraction mode can be similar. The fixed layer and the trainable
layer are illustrated in Fig. 4.

D. Results

The rationality of the deep neural network model is verified
based on the three surgical tasks separately to see the classifica-
tion accuracy. After that, the pretrained model obtained based
on the JIGSAWS database is transferred and evaluated on the
RAMS database.

TABLE I
RESULTS OF THE DEEP NEURAL NETWORK MODEL

TABLE II
RESULTS FOR THE TRANSFER LEARNING

Cross validation is used to evaluate the performance of the
deep neural network based on the leave-one-super-trial-out
(LOSO) configuration for the deep neural network model. In
order to remove the outlier, the best and the worst results were
abandoned, while the mean value and standard deviation of 8
tests were calculated. The learning rate we used is 0.0001, while
500 epoches are used to train the model.

Table II shows the cross-validation results, the performance of
each technique is evaluated with the Micro and Macro average
accuracy respectively. Suppose that there are n targeted classes,
C = [i, j] represents the confusion matrix with the dimension of
n × n. Each element of the confusion matrix represents that the
sample from class i is predicted as class j. Given the confusion
matrix, Micro average is computed as the average of total
correct predictions across all classes, while Macro represents
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the average true positive rates for each class. Micro and Macro
Average can be calculated as follows.

⎧
⎨

⎩

Micro =
∑n

i=1 C[i,i]∑n
i,j=1 C[i,j]

Macro = 1
n

∑n
i=1

C[i,i]∑n
j=1 C[i,j]

(1)

Table I shows the training results based on the JIGSAWS
database. It can be concluded that the deep neural network has
high testing accuracy for the suturing task and the needle passing
task, while the testing accuracy for knot-tying task is acceptible.

Table II includes the results of transfer learning. Since the
testing accuracy for suturing task is the highest, the learned
model is transfer for the path following task, the positioning task
and the needle insertion task. Results indicated that the transfer
learning is effective for microsurgical skill assessment.

IV. EVALUATIONS WITH INTERPRETABILITY

In this section, the relevant evaluation metrics for skill assess-
ments are summarized and served as part of the systematic anal-
ysis for microssurgical skill level assessment. The visualization
of discriminative and interpretable skill assessment process is
important for providing helpful feedback to trainees. Therefore,
we try to provide explainable results along with the transfer
learning method to pave a way for guiding the trainees to achieve
higher level of skills.

A. Interpretability of the Transfer Learning Results

It is important for the trainee to gain valuable feedback, which
guides them to gain higher level of skills. Class activation map
can be generated from a global activation map layer, which is
able to mitigate the black-box effect of the deep neural model
by visualizing the critical parts that contributes the most for
the classification results [30]. By constructing a heatmap from
the class activation map, the main reason behind the subject’s
classification results can be identified.

Fig. 5(a) is an example of using the class activation map
to identify the discriminative behaviors that is specific to a
novice or an expert through visualization. The red area in Fig. 5
represents the main reason behind the subject’s classification
results. Based on the visual feedback, the operators can pay
more attention to the practise of path following in that specific
segments to accelerate the improvement of the overall operation
performance.

B. Task-Specific Metrics Visualization

Some task-specific features are required to evaluate skills for
specific types of surgery, while genetic metrics are not sufficient
enough for evaluation of the surgical skill for different surgery
types [31], [32]. Therefore, several metrics can be considered
based on the specific requirements from different specific tasks.
Precision Degree (P ) can be used to evaluate the positioning task
or needle insertion task while Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)
can be used to evaluate the path following task. Two evaluation
metrics are chosen and listed as follows.

Fig. 5. Vision based skill analysis results. (a) Class activation map. (b) Visual
tracking feedback.

� Precision Degree (P ): P calculates the average error
of reaching the pre-defined targeted points. It is used to
evaluate whether the operator can reach the targeted place
without significant deviation.

� Root Mean Square Error (RMSE): RMSE is the square
root of the variance of the trajectory, known as the standard
error between the desired trajectory and the real trajectory.
It is used to compare the difference between the actual
trajectory performed by the users and the optimized trajec-
tory [33].

Suppose that there are m points for positioning during
one microsurgical task, the position of the targeted points are
Pt(i) = [Xt(i), Yt(i)](i =, 1, 2. . .m). Suppose that Pg1:T =
[Xg1:T , Y g1:T ] represents the desired trajectory for following,
While Pr1:T = [Xr1:T , Y r1:T ] represents the position profile
obtained by the tracking algorithm. P and RMSE can be
calculated as follows.

{
P = 1

m

∑i=m
i=1 min(||Pt(i)− Pg(t)||, (t∈1 : T )

RMSE = 1
T

∑t=T
t=1 ||Pr(t)− Pg(t)|| (2)

The tooltip position of the microsurgical tools mounted on
the MRRP can be tracked automatically for further analysis.
During the user studies, the real-time microscope images were
collected during the operation. A vision-based tracking method
was developed to automatically evaluate the performance of the
operators.

Fig. 5(b) shows the process of visual data processing. The
video data were collected through the microscopes. The RGB
data of microsopic images can be obtained and converted to
greyscale image. Gaussian blurring is used to remove noises
for stable tracking. The microsurgical tool is segmented. A
threshold-based method is used to extract the boundary of the
needle. By searching the extreme points among the extracted
boundary, the position of the tooltip can be tracked online, which
is the end of the line segment. The original trajectory of the
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Fig. 6. Vision based real-time tracking results and analysis for (a) Positioning
of the vertices of a hexagon. (b) Path following of a square. (c) Path following
of a triangle.

TABLE III
EVALUATION RESULTS

position of the tooltip can be generated while Kalman filtering
is used to get a smooth trajectory. In this way, the stable and
accurate tooltip tracking can be realized.

Fig. 6 shows the real-time tracking results, which demon-
strates the example of analysis results for task-specific feedback
to all the trials after the video data processing.

Except for task-specific features, other general evaluation
metrics can be automatically calculated as a reference. For exam-
ple, the movement time (Ts) [34], the operative speed (As) [35],
instrument traveled length (Ps) [14]. Table III summarizes the
task-specific evaluation metrics for 22 trials as an example. The
basic functions of the MRRP can be verified, which indicated
that MRRP has the potential to be applied for microsurgical
skills training.

Normality test was conducted to verify that the data we
used for statistic analysis is normally distributed. An ANOVA
significance test between performance metrics and subjects’ skill
levels is used to verify the significance of the evaluation results,
which are shown in Table III. 0.05 is chose as the significance
level. Among all the evaluation metrics, Ps(instrument traveled
length) is not significantly different among skill levels in the
positioning task only (p = 0.1859). This may be due to the fact
that the main focus of the positioning task is to reach the targeted
point precisely, while the trajectory of moving is not optimized
during the operations for all the subjects during the experiments.

C. Discussions

In this paper, an automatic microsurgical skill assessment
method is developed based on transfer learning to classify the
microsurgical skills of the trainees into expert level, intermediate
level and novice level. Class activation map is used to provide

interpretability for the neural network results, while microsur-
gical tool tracking is used to obtain the trajectory based on the
video data for task-specific feature calculation. In the mean time,
the general evaluation metrics can be automatically calculated
and provided to the operators as a reference.

For real microsurgery application, the micro-forcep may
need to follow a pre-defined trajectory to reach the targeted
operation area, which requires proficient path following skill.
Micro cannulation and microvascular anastomosis are important
microsurgical tasks, which requires robotic assistance for high
precision positioning.

In the future, more clinical data can be collected to evaluate the
effectiveness of the proposed method. Moreover, surgical tasks
can often be represented by certain repetitive and specific ges-
tures, while they can be further decomposed into basic surgemes.
To provide more effective feedback to the operator, skill analysis
based on specific surgemes can be conducted. Therefore, the
operators have clearer targets for improving their operational
skills. Furthermore, Explainable AI (XAI) can be explored to
enable the end-to-end learning methods to be better understood
by surgeons.

V. CONCLUSION

Due to the limitation of available data of RAMS, cross-domain
transfer learning is investigated and validated for automatic mi-
crosurgical skill assessment. The data distribution of the source
and target domains are considerably different while the data
structure and the class labels remain the same. We trained a deep
learning model for skill assessment based on data collected from
laparoscopic surgerical tasks. The pre-trained model is tuned and
transferred for RAMS applications.

The proposed method is validated on the JIGSAWS dataset
and achieved competitive results among the existing aprroaches.
From our studies, we demonstrated that the transfer learning
method is effective, since the model is trained based on the data
of RAMIS while the skill level classification layer is fine-tuned
after feeding the data obtained from the MRRP.

The visualization of the interpretable features are employed
to explain the underlying mechanism of the skill classification
results to the trainees based on class activation map. Moreover,
the task-specific features and several general features are au-
tomatically calculated and visualized based on reliable tooltip
tracking to provide the trainee as the personalized discriminative
feedback, which paves a way to guide the novices/intermediate
to become an expert.
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